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Development of polylactic acid (PLA) bio-composite films reinforced with
bacterial cellulose nanocrystals (BCNC) without any surface modification

Endarto Y. Wardhono, Nufus Kanani, Alfirano, and Rahmayetty

Engineering Faculty, University of Sultan Ageng Tirtayasa, Cilegon, Indonesia

ABSTRACT
In this work, polylactic acid (PLA) matrix was reinforced with bacterial cellulose nanocrystals
(BCNC) to form bio-composite films. The films were produced via two step processes; (1) isolation
of BCNC from commercial nata de coco (bacterial cellulose) under catalytic hydrolysis using metal
chloride salt (FeCl3.6H2O) assisted by ultrasonic irradiation; (2) fabrication of PLA/BCNC bio-com-
posite films by a solvent casting method. The effect of BCNC incorporation into bio-composite by
addition at different concentrations (2.5%, 5%, 7.5% and 10% w/w of BCNC) was evaluated on the
chemical structure, crystallinity, thermal properties, morphology and mechanical properties with-
out any surface modification of reinforcement material previously. The results demonstrated that
cellulose nanocrystal from bacterial cellulose can improve the mechanical properties of PLA-based
biomaterial film. The developed PLA/BCNC bio-composites films can potentially be used for edible
packaging materials.
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Introduction

Poly (lactic) acid (PLA) is linear aliphatic thermoplastic
polyester which derived by chemical conversion of corn
starch or other sugar feed stocks into lactic acid then fol-
lowed by ring opening polymerization of lactide monomer
thus forming long chain molecular compounds.[1,2] PLA is a
green alternative material to replace the use of petroleum-
based plastic film which known as the main source of post-
consumer waste leading to pollution today. The most advan-
tageous characteristic of PLA is renewability, biocompatibil-
ity and inherent biodegradability.

The most important characteristics of packaging films is
rigid and flexible that makes them very durable. PLA by
nature is a brittle polymer with less than 10% of elongation
at break.[3,4] It also has limited gas barrier capacity due to
its hydrophobic character. Despite its strong resistance (ten-
sile strength from 17 to 74MPa),[5,6] PLA is a semi crystal-
line polymer and consequently has low heat resistance (low
modulus at high temperature) and low ductility and tough-
ness,[7] however, have hindered PLA to be widely used as
food packaging applications. A way to improve the proper-
ties of PLA and greatly enhance their commercial potential

is to incorporate with cellulose nanocrystals (CNC). Several
studies have been reported the use of CNC as reinforcing
material to the hydrophobic polymers.[8–17]

CNC is naturally synthesized compound which mainly
obtained from plant cell walls. It is rod-like nanoparticles
obtained by removing the amorphous regions while keeping
the crystalline regions through acid hydrolysis of cellulose
fibers.[18] Apart from plants, certain bacteria and algae are
also known to produce cellulose in substantial quantities in
a relatively pure form.[19] Bacterial cellulose (BC), for
example, can be easily processed into microfibrils, nanofi-
brils and nanocrystals through a top-down approach. The
most commonly employed method for producing bacterial
cellulose nanocrystals (BCNC) of 10–50 nm diameter and
100–300 nm length is by subjecting native BC to acid solu-
tion hydrolysis in combination with ultrasonication.[18]

Compare to plant cellulose, nanocrystals from BC displays
high crystallinity, high modulus and strength are also found
to impart superior properties to polymer composites.[20]

Chemical modification of CNC which is hydrophilic in
nature was performed to make desirable changes on the sur-
face to widen its application. The main challenge in
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achieving excellent performance of biocomposite PLA/CNC
lies in attaining a homogeneous dispersion and a good inter-
action of CNC within the PLA matrix in particular without
surface modifications of the CNC. A non-homogeneous dis-
persion decreases the final mechanical properties of the bio-
composite produced. Concerning to the brittleness of PLA,
the addition of plasticizers is a possible solution increase its
flexibility.[21] Plasticizers act as a lubricant for the molecules
allowing them to be more flexible and to eliminate the brit-
tle characteristics of some polymers.

From those basis above, the objective of this work is to
evaluate the effect of BCNC incorporation on the chemical
structure, crystallinity, thermal properties, morphology and
mechanical properties of PLA as biodegradable films. Native
BC was used as a fiber source to produce BCNC due to its
high purity, which excludes the need of carrying out the
delignification for lignocellulosic materials. The PLA/BCNC
biocomposite films are produced via two step processes; (1)
isolation of BCNC from commercial nata de coco (bacterial
cellulose) under catalytic hydrolysis assisted by ultrasonic
irradiation; (2) fabrication of the biocomposite films by a
solvent casting method

Materials and methods

Materials

Native bacterial cellulose is dried nata de coco pellicles, col-
lected by Chimultiguna (Indramayu, Indonesia). Sodium
hydroxide (NaOH), ethanol (C2H5OH), and hydrochloric
acid (HCl) were purchased from Thermo Fischer Scientific.
Metal chloride, FeCl3.6H2O, was purchased from Merck
Indonesia. PLA with specific gravity of 1.24 g/cm3 was sup-
plied by Huaian Ruanke Trade, China. All the reagents and
chemicals are used as a laboratory grade without further
purification. Demineralized water (conductivity of 0.06
mScm�1) produced by a purification chain was used for all
experiments.

Methods

Pretreatment of BC
BC pellicles were maintained in 0.5% NaOH (w/v) at room
temperature for 24 h, followed by rinsing in the drained
water until a neutral pH attained and any chemicals used in
the BC production removed. The cellulose was then sun
dried for two days, powdered and sieved through 149 lm
sieve (100 Mesh).

Isolation of BCNC
The isolation BCNC was conducted into two step processes:

� Disintegration of BC pellicles was prepared based on the
work[22] which carried out using an ultrasonic processor
(Vibra Cell, Type 72434, 100 Watts, horn diameter:
1.0mm, Fisher Scientific, France). One gram (1% w/v) of
BC powder was introduced into a 200-mL flat-bottom
flask with a mixture of water/ethanol (50% w/w). The

ultrasonic horn was placed at the center of the suspen-
sion, while the temperature was maintained at room
temperature with a circulating water condenser. The sus-
pension was constantly stirred at 300 rpm using magnetic
stirring bar. The irradiation was carried out at constant f
¼ 20 kHz for 120min. The degraded product was imme-
diately washed with water and filtered with Whatman
filter paper no. 1 until the filtrate was neutral, then oven
dried at 70 �C for 24 h.

� Catalytic hydrolysis of degraded BC sample (oven dry
0.5 g) was put into 150mL water of 2.5mol/L HCl and
5% w/v of FeCl3.6H2O. The flask was heated to 70 �C in
the water bath sonicator (Q-Sonica USA, model Q55,
120 Watts) for 90minutes. During the protocol, the sus-
pension was stirred with a magnetic stirring bar at
200 rpm. Upon completion of the hydrolysis, the flask
was removed from the water bath and cooled at ambient
temperature. The hydrolyzed product was immediately
washed with deionized water and transferred to a 50mL
plastic centrifuge tube and centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for
5min (Jouan, MR 1812 Refrigerated Centrifuge, MN,
USA) to remove residual acid and chemicals. The pre-
cipitate was purified by five washing cycles with deion-
ized water followed by centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for
5min then oven dried at 70 �C for 24 h.

Fabrication of biocomposite films
PLA/BCNC biocomposite films were prepared using a solvent
casting method. 5% w/v of PLA was dissolved into 100ml of
chloroform and gently stirred (200 rpm) for overnight using
magnetic stirrer at room temperature (25 �C). 1% w/v of
BCNC powder was suspended into 100ml of chloroform
under vigorous stirring (500 rpm) for 8 h using a magnetic
stirrer at room temperature. The PLA/BCNC biocomposites
were then prepared by mixing of materials using a rotor stator
homogenizer type Polytron-3100D (Kinematica AG,
Switzerland) at room temperature. The rotor speeds were set
up initially at 3000 rpm. 5mL of BCNC solution was intro-
duced drop by drop into 25mL of the PLA solution using a
syringe pipette for 5minutes. The rotor speed was then
increased gradually (1000 rpm per 30 seconds) up to
14,000 rpm. Agitation was kept at this speed for 15minutes.
Finally, the rate was decreased gradually within 30 seconds
until the rotor system stopped then followed by sonication for
30min at room temperature using a ultrasonic processor
(Vibra Cell, Type 72434, Fisher Scientific, France). The mix-
ture was then poured into greased glass molds, followed by
drying at room temperature for 24 h. Subsequently, the pre-
pared film was removed from the casting surface, then further
dried at 60 �C in a vacuum dryer to remove the remaining
chloroform to prevent its plasticizing effect.

Characterizations

Fourier transform infrared, FT-IR
FTIR study was performed by a Nicolet iS5 spectrometer
(Thermo Scientific, USA) to determine the functional groups
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present in the cellulose. The measurements were taking 32
scans for each sample with a resolution of 4 cm�1, ranging
from 400 cm�1 to 4000 cm�1 and scanning speed of
20mm/sat.

X-ray diffraction, XRD
The crystallinity index (CrI) of the celluloses was investi-
gated by XRD analysis. The measurements were performed
in a D8 Advance (Bruker, USA). Samples were examined
with a scanning angle of 2h from 10� to 40� at a rate of 1�/
min with the CuKa filtered radiation. The crystallinity was
calculated using deconvolution method,[23] in which the dif-
fraction profile was fitted by Gaussian function to find the
contribution of each individual peak relative to the crystallo-
graphic planes and the amorphous background. The CrI was
calculated according to equation 1 as follows;

CrI ¼ Acr

Acr þ Aam

� �
�100% (1)

Where, Aam is the amorphous area, and Acr is the sum of
the area of the 101, 10�i, 002, 040 peaks.

Differential scanning calorimetry, DSC
The thermal behavior of the cellulose was performed by
DSC. The samples were characterized on a DSC Q100 (TA
Instruments, USA) under constant nitrogen flow (50mL/
min), from 25 to 400 �C, at a heating rate of 10 �C/min.

Scanning electron microscopy, SEM
The morphology of biocomposite film was measured by
using the high-resolution JEOL-2100F TEM (Jeol, Japan).
Samples were conventionally deposited on carbon coated
copper grids. The size and diameter distribution particle
were measured by image J (version 1.41 h) and origin pro-
8 software

Mechanical properties
A tensile test machine (Strograph, Toyoseiki, Japan) was
used to study the mechanical properties of the film speci-
mens in general accordance with ASTM D882-02. The initial
grip separation was set at 100mm and cross-head speed at
50mm/min. Tensile strength (TS) was calculated by dividing
the maximum load on the film before failure by the cross-
sectional area of the initial specimen. Elongation at break
(Eb) was defined as the percentage change in the length of
the specimen compared to the original length between the
grips. At least five replicates for each type of film
were tested.

Results and discussions

Chemical structure

FTIR spectroscopy was used to investigate changes in the
chemical structure of the materials before and after treat-
ment. During isolation of BCNC step, the spectra of BC as a

raw material, degraded cellulose (D-BC) as a product of dis-
integration, and the isolated BCNC of catalytic hydrolysis
are shown in Figure 1a.

FTIR analysis demonstrated that the chemical structures
of all sample celluloses remained unchanged during both
processes, ultrasonic irradiation and catalytic hydrolysis. The
FTIR spectra displayed that the intensity of absorption of
the functional groups between 4000 and 400 cm�1. The
spectra were divided into two parts: (1) H-bonding region
from 4000 to 2600 cm�1, and (2) fingerprint region from
1800 to 400 cm�1.[24] The broad peak in the 3650-3000 cm�1

bands was assigned to O–H stretching vibrations, which are
characteristic of the hydroxyl groups generally present in
cellulose, water, and lignin. In this region, intra molecular
hydrogen bonds appeared at 3342 cm�1 and 3432 cm�1, and
were attributed respectively to the two crystalline cellulose
allomorphs, cellulose Ia and cellulose Ib.[25] These hydroxyl
groups were responsible for the stiffness in the polymer
chain, and for allowing the linear polymers to form sheet
structures.[26] The strong vibration band around 2895 cm�1

corresponded to C–H stretching vibrations.[27] This band
may be associated with a hydrocarbonate linear chain.
Higher values in this specific band are correlated to a
decrease in the calculated total crystallinity value.[28] An
intense band at 1429 cm�1 band can be assigned to the
bending of asymmetric angular deformation of C-H bonds.
The band found between 1420 to 1430 cm�1 was associated
with the amount of the cellulose ordered form, while the
band appearing at 898 cm�1 was assigned to the disordered

Figure 1. FTIR spectra of: (a) isolation of BCNC step (BC; D-BC; BCNC); (b) fabri-
cation of biocomposite step (PLA; PLA/BCNC-5%).
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region.[29] The 1163 cm�1 band was assigned to asymmet-
rical stretching of C–O–C glycoside bonds.

The interactions of BCNC and PLA in the fabrication
biocomposite films are presented in Figure 1b. The spectra
of pure PLA displayed characteristic bands at 1778 cm�1

and 1080 cm�1, which are attributed to the backbone ester
group of PLA.[30,31] The -C-O- stretching vibration from the
ester units was observed at 1080 cm�1. The peak at
3505 cm�1 indicates the terminal -OH of L-lactic acid. The
bands at 2885 cm�1 were assigned to the -C-H asymmetric
and symmetric vibration of -CH3 groups in the side chains.
The band at 2945 cm�1 was attributed to the –CH- groups
in the main chain of PLA. From the spectra of biocompo-
sites film (PLA/BCNC-5% w/w), the bands around at 2885
and 980 cm�1 corresponding to –CH stretching and vibra-
tions of –C–OH side groups. From the figure can be
observed that the peaks at 2830, 2930, 3210 and 3300 cm�1,
which represents the hydroxyl functional groups) in the
mixture PLA and BCNC. The peak at around 3010 cm�1

corresponds to the stretching vibration of the hydrogen
bonded -OH groups. These indicate the presence of strong
hydrogen bonded interaction between the PLA and the
BCNC. In Figure 1b also shows the presence of the free
C¼O groups which correspond to the peak situated
around 1778 cm�1.[32]

Crystallinity index

The crystallinity index (CrI) of the samples was calculated
by deconvolution methods, at which the diffraction profile
was fitted by Gaussian function to find the contribution of

each individual peak relative to the crystallographic planes
and the amorphous background.[33,34] The XRD patterns of
the sample BC, D-BC and the BCNC during isolation of
BCNC step are presented in Figure 2a.

From the diffraction intensity profiles shown that the
peaks at 2h ¼ 14.6�, 16.8�, 22.6�, and 34.1�, are considered
to 101, 10�i, 002 and 040 crystallographic planes,[35,36] and
the rest ones are assigned to the amorphous contribution.
The increases of amorphous content is the main contributor
to peak broadening. The intrinsic factors that influence peak
broadening are crystallite size and non-uniform strain
within the crystal.[23] The presence of four crystallographic
planes in all samples analyzed are characterized as cellulose
crystal type Ia (triclinic), which are prevalent in BC, whereas
the type Ib crystal structure (monoclinic) was found in plant
cellulose.[37] The Crystallinity for the three cellulose samples
during isolation BCNC step were calculated and are shown
in Table 1.

The CrI of the raw material native BC was 60.7% then
increased after ultrasonic treatment (73.6%) and catalytic
hydrolysis (79.6%). These results demonstrated that ultra-
sonic pretreatment can increase the crystallinity of cellulose,
where the ultrasonic cavitation damaged the amorphous
regions and the surface of crystalline regions leading to
accelerate in hydrolysis of those areas. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the ultrasonic pretreatment could improve
these selectivity of catalytic hydrolysis. The possibility
explanation may be likely that ultrasonic accelerates cellulose
hydrolysis by creating localized erosion on the solid surface,
thus increasing the reaction area and improving the accessi-
bility of the catalyst metal chloride to the amorphous
regions of cellulose. The degradation of amorphous regions
during catalyzed hydrolysis can be explained by the Lewis
acid character. According to Stein et al., 2010 [38], some
metal chlorides such as FeCl3, AlCl3, CuCl2, and MnCl2
could form hydrated complexes in aqueous solution and
coordinate the glycosidic oxygen of cellulose. This helps to
scissor the glycosidic linkages and to facilitate the hydrolysis
process, while the chloride anions attack the
hydroxyl atoms.[39–41]

The effect of BCNC loading on the crystal structure of
the biocomposites film (PLA/BCNC-5%w/w) is presented in
Figure 2b. PLA is semicrystalline nature which shows a
shoulder broadening curve from 11.5� to 18.1� that indicates
as amorphous region. It also exhibits crystalline regions
indicated by a prominent and sharp peak at 22.6� and 19.1�

where the CrI was found about 23.8%. The incorporation of
BCNC (5% w/w) into the matrix PLA led to increase in the
intensity of the XRD peaks, which suggests an overall
increase in the crystallinity of the biocomposites. However

Figure 2. XRD pattern of: (a) isolation of BCNC step (BC; D-BC; BCNC); (b) fabri-
cation of biocomposite step (PLA; PLA/BCNC-5%).

Table 1. Results of CrI calculation and thermal characteristics of the samples.

Sample name

BC DPBC BCNC PLA PLA/BCNC-5%

CrI calculation (%) 60.7 73.6 79.6 23.8 42.7
Temperature (oC)
Tg 105.0 105.0 105.0 61.4 61.4
Tm 113.8 348.7 282.8 154.2 152.7
Td 160.7 381.3 318.6 – –
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this loading did not alter the diffraction patterns, which
indicates that even although the crystallinity increased, there
was no change in the crystal structure of PLA. The presence
BCNC was noticeable by crystalline peaks at 16.8�, 22.6�,
and 34.1�. The CrI of biocomposites were calculated and
presented in Table 1 that was increase from 18.9%.

Thermal properties

DSC is a physical characterization method to study thermal
behavior of basic polymers as well as the determination of
their purity, stability and decomposition.[42–46] In general,
cellulose thermal decomposition is complex simultaneous
and consecutive chemical reactions which lead to cellulose
pyrolysis and further combustion. Most of these reactions
do not occur below 200 �C. However, all these thermal-physical
changes and chemical reactions are highly dependent on the
composition and physical nature of the cellulosic material, the
ambient atmosphere, and the time of heating.[47] In this work,
the glass transition temperature, Tg, crystalline melting point,
Tm, and decomposition temperature, Td were investigated to
interpret thermal behaviors of the isolated samples. The ther-
mograms for all cellulose samples: native BC, D-BC, and BCNC
can be observed in Figure 3a.

The thermograms show that BC has different pattern
from D-BC and BCNC. The heat-flow curve of all the sam-
ples displayed a small inflection of the baseline around
105.0 �C, which is the glass transition temperature, Tg, and
is followed by an endothermic peak with the onset, Tm ¼
113.8 �C for the BC. For the samples D-BC and BCNC after
the irradiation and hydrolysis treatment exhibit that the
increased of CrI value, the endothermic peaks shifted toward

a higher temperature. The endothermic curve of D-BC was
distributed from 310 to 370 �C, with the crystalline melting
temperature found at Tm ¼ 348.7 �C. The peak was followed
by a degradation temperature at Td ¼ 381.3 �C. A similar
result was found for BCNC: an endothermic curve was
found around 260-290 �C with the onset temperature at Tm

¼ 282.8 �C then followed by degradation at Td ¼ 318.6 �C.
The reason is that the thermal stability of nanocrystals is
related to several factors including their dimension, crystal-
linity, and composition, which in turn depend on extraction
conditions.[37,48] So, the BCNC with the highest crystallinity
would exhibit the highest thermal stability, but smaller
dimensions should also cause a decrease of the degradation
temperature.

The effect of the loading BCNC (5% w/w) on the thermal
properties of biocomposites PLA-BCNC are shown in Figure
3b. The corresponding data of the thermal beaviour are pre-
sented in Table 2. The figure indicates that the Tg of PLA
was similar to that of the PLA/BCNC film. During the heat-
ing scan the Tg of PLA was observed to be 61.4 �C, while
that of the nanocomposites remained constant around
61.0 �C This can be attributed to the lower interactions of
the BCNC to change the mobility of polymer chains related
to the glass transition.[49] The Tm of the biocomposites
shows did not show a significant difference compared with
that of the PLA. The melting peak of PLA is found at tem-
peratures around 154.2 �C. The peak for PLA bioocompo-
sites containing BCNC is decreased slightly to the lower
temperature at 152.8 �C with the broader shoulder around
200 �C as depicted in Figure 3b, indicating that overall the
BCNC enhanced the crystallinity of the PLA biocomposites.
Meanwhile the Td of both samples, PLA and PLA/BCNC
has the same temperature after 200 �C.

Surface morphology

The morphology of nanocrystals after the catalytic hydrolysis
treatment was characterized by SEM observations. Figure 4a
presents a SEM micrograph of sample BCNC. The sample
was shown as fibrillated structure with variable length and
smaller needles or nano-rods. It seems that the fibrillated
structures are in fact constituted of the densely-packed nee-
dles. The BC-NC nano-rods are of (164.51 ± 7.56) nm in
length with an average diameter of (25.05 ± 2.80) nm.

To observe the BCNC embedded in the PLA, representa-
tive SEM image of the morphology surface of the 5% (w/w)
PLA/BCNC films is shown in Figure 4b. It can be seen that
the matrix PLA was a relatively smooth surface but some
aggregates were found which some agglomerated of BCNC
were observed. However the biocomposite films had a
good dispersion.

Mechanical properties

The mechanical properties were investigated to study for the
effect of the loading of BCNC in the PLA biocomposites.
The tensile strength and elongation at break are presented

Figure 3. DSC thermograms of: (a) isolation of BCNC step (BC; D-BC; BCNC); (b)
fabrication of biocomposite step (PLA; PLA/BCNC-5%).
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in Figure 5 show typical tensile stress-strain curves with dif-
ferent concentrations of the BCNC.

The mechanical properties and the appearance of the
obtained film bio-composites are given in Figure 5. The ten-
sile strength (TS) of the films (BCNC-0, BCNC-2.5, BCNC-
5, BCNC-7.5, BCNC-10) are given in Figure 5a (black
color). The results indicated that PLA films with various
BCNC content showed more tensile strength than of pure
PLA film (TS ¼52.9MPa for sample BCNC-0). It is
observed that tensile strength increases with increasing filler
concentration, namely TS ¼54.9MPa, 56.5MPa, 55.4MPa
and 54.2MPa MPa for sample BCNC-2.5, BCNC-5, BCNC-
7.5 and BCNC-10 respectively. The increased tensile strength
of the films with the increasing BCNC content indicated
good dispersion of BCNC into PLA and strong interfacial
actions between the PLA and BCNC. As expected the PLA-
BCNC bio-composites exhibited enhanced tensile strength
than pure PLA. The highest TS increased was observed
about 3.6MPa for the film containing 5% w/w of BCNC.
This enhanced TS of PLA-BCNC bio-composites can be
explained by the presence of crystalline content of BCNC.
Elongation at break (Eb) of pure PLA film was found 12.7%
(BCNC-0). For 2.5% w/w of BCNC (BCNC-2.5), 5% w/w
(BCNC-5), 7.5% w/w (BCNC-7.5), 10% w/w (BCNC-10)
film Eb were observed as 37.8%, 16.4%, 16.0%, and 15.4%
respectively in Figure 5a (stripped color). The bio-composite
films containing 5% w/w of BCNC in the matrix PLA
yielded 56.5MPa of tensile strength and Eb 16.4% of elong-
ation at break indicated its high strength and low elong-
ation. This results indicated a good indication that the
material can be efficiently used as bone implants. The film,

as can be seen from the photographic images, is transparent
(Figure 5b). The preliminary result clearly indicates that the
prepared BCNC could be used as a good reinforcing agent
to prepare flexible transparent films

Conclusions

Bio-degradable film composites from PLA reinforced with
BCNC were formulated by a solvent casting method and char-
acterized. Needle and rod-like BCNC was successfully isolated
from bacterial cellulose by catalytic hydrolysis using metal
chloride salt (FeCl3.6H2O) assisted by ultrasonic irradiation
and used as reinforcing agents. The mechanical properties bio-
composites film were improved upon the incorporation of 5%
w/w of BCNC into of PLA film, indicating that the material
can be efficiently used as bone implants. The agglomeration of
BCNC at higher concentrations could disturb the reinforcing
effect on the tensile strength and elongation at break. Increased
crystallinity of the PLA matrix was also observed by the nucle-
ating effect of BCNC on the thermal properties. The BCNC
isolated from bacterial cellulose can be used to overcome some
drawbacks of biopolymer PLA film that limit its widespread
application, with enhanced performance characteristics.
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